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DIVISION OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

Art & Art History

Argent, Lawrence N.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Chanzit, Gwen L.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Chanzit, G. L., Salazar, M. "Outside In 303." Art - Exhibition, Curating, Museo de las Americas, Denver, Colorado (May 2014 - September 2014).

Chauvin, Catherine M.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Fajardo, Rafael A.

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Gjertson, Sarah

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


MacInnes, Roderick

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


MacInnes, R. “Should I Smile.” DU Art Faculty, Art - Exhibition, Invitational, Myhren Gallery, Faculty Triennial, Denver, Colorado (January 15, 2015 - February 23, 2015).

MacInnes, R. “Peacebuilding.” Artnauts, Art - Exhibition, Invitational, Center for Peacebuilding, Center For Peace Building, Bosnia –Herzegovina (November 24, 2014 - November 30, 2014).


MacInnes, R. “ART AND POETICS.” Artnauts, Art - Exhibition, Group, Dar al-Kalima University College of Arts and Culture, Bethlehem - Palestine (August 17, 2014 - August 24, 2014).


McGarrigle, Conor M.

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Mehran, Laleh

_Exhibits/Performances/Installations_


Montgomery, Scott B.

_Book Chapter_


_Exhibits/Performances/Installations_


Mulvey, Mia

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Stott, Annette

**Book Chapter**


**Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)**

Warlick, M. E.

*Book Review*


Weaver, Timothy

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Weaver, T. "Hylaea: Melanoplus." Digital Media - Exhibitor, Video Art, 14th CSUF New Music Festival, Fullerton, California (February 24, 2015 - March 1, 2015).


English

Davis, Clark

*Book*


*Book Review*


Feder, Rachel

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Foust, Graham

**Poetry, Journal**


**Translation or Transcription**


Howard, W. S.

**Book Chapter**


**Editor, Book**

Editor, Journal Editor


Literary Essay


Poetry, Book


Poetry, Journal


Kiteley, Brian

Essay


Translation of my second novel into Persian by Poupeh Missaghi

Kiteley, Brian. *I Know Many Songs, But I Cannot Sing*. Ed. Missaghi, Poupeh.
Nwosu, Michael Maik

**Poetry, Anthology**


Ramke, Lloyd B.

**Book**


**Poetry, Journal**


Rovner, Adam L.

**Interview**


**Newspaper**


Sikelianos, Eleni

**Book**

**Stratton, Billy**

**Book**


**Book Chapter**


**Editor, Journal Editor**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**History**

**Goodfriend, Joyce D.**

**Book Chapter**


**Helstosky, Carol**

**Editor, Book**

Rossotto Ioris, Rafael

**Book**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Newspaper**


Rossotto Ioris, Rafael. “Cuba e Estados Unidos: Rumo a um Novo Capitulo.” *Suplemento Noite, Jornal o Estado de Sao Paulo* 1 ed. (Sao Paulo), 2014.


Schulten, Susan M.

**Book Chapter**


**Magazine/Trade Publication**


**Newspaper**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Tague, Ingrid H.

*Book*


**Judaic Studies**

Abrams, Jeanne *(See University Libraries).*
Pessin, Sarah *(See Philosophy).*
Rovner, Adam *(See English).*
Schofield, Alison *(See Religious Studies).*

**Lamont School of Music**

Baker, Malcolm L.

*Book*

Bouton, Arthur E.

**CD, Featured on part of CD**


Colahan, Ellwood P.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Golan, Lawrence

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Golan, L. and Kholodenko, V. "A Star is Born, Featuring the Gold Medal Winner of the 2013 Van Cliburn International Piano Competition." Yakima Symphony Orchestra,
Music Conducting - Professional Ensemble, Regular, Yakima, Washington (February 7, 2015).


Hood, Alan J.

CD, Featured on part of CD


Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Iznaola, Ricardo F.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Iznaola, R. F. “Etude no. 3 Hommage to Barrios Mangore.” Carlo Fierens, guitar, Music Composition - Major Work, Performance, Fundacion Alirio Diaz, Rome, Italy (June 23, 2014).

Leathwood, Jonathan L.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Martin, Joseph P.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Mayer, Steven A.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Miller, Thomas J.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Miller, T. J. "Pieces for Steel Drum Ensemble and Orchestra." Music Composition - Israeli Sinfonietta, Tel Aviv Israel (February 8, 2015 - February 11, 2015).

Morelli, Sarah L.

Book Review


Journal Article, In-House Journal


Reynolds, Jeremy W.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Sailer, Catherine A.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Sailer, C. A. “Shanghai Seminary Sacred Music Service.” Shanghai Seminary Choirs, Music - Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant, Shanghai Seminary, Shanghai, China (June 19, 2014).

Sailer, C. A. “BG Chamber Choir.” BG Chamber Choir, Shanghai, Music Conducting - Professional Ensemble, Regular, BG Chamber Choir, Shanghai, China (June 17, 2014).

Sailer, C. A. “Conducting Masterclass Shanghai Normal University.” Shanghai Normal University, Music - Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant, Shanghai Normal University, Shanghai, China (June 16, 2014).

Sailer, C. A. “Conducting Masterclass Shanghai Conservatory.” Shanghai Conservatory, Music - Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant, Shanghai Conservatory, Shanghai, China (June 15, 2014).

Sailer, C. A. “Xing Zhi Choir, Shanghai Normal University.” Xing Zhi Choir, Shanghai Normal University, Shanghai Normal University, Shanghai, China (June 14, 2014).

Sailer, C. A. “Mozart Mass in c minor, Shanghai International Choral League.” Shanghai International Choral League, Music Conducting - Professional Ensemble, Regular, Shanghai, China (June 11, 2014).

Schulze, Michael J.

*Magazine/Trade Publication*

Schulze, Michael J. “Recording the Band... As a Band.” Edited by Mike Metlay. Boulder, CO: Music Maker Publications. 2014. 7.


Wang, Linda

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Wang, L. "Duquesne University Mary Pappert School of Music." Masterclass, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (March 11, 2015).

Wang, L. "With David Allen Wehr." Music Performance - Full Solo Recital, Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (March 10, 2015).

Wang, L. “Butterfly Lovers Concerto.” Conducted by Peter Jaffe, Music Performance - Solo Concerto Performance, Folsom Symphony Orchestra, Harris Center for the Arts, California (February 14, 2015).


Wang, L. “Sol-La Music Academy.” Masterclass, Santa Monica, Ca (October 4, 2014).


Wang, L. “Kreisler: Recitativo and Scherzo Handel/Halverson – Passacaglia.” With Hong Mei, viola, chamber/solo concert, Azienda Agricola Montebelli Winery, Montebelli, Tuscany, Italy (July 12, 2014).

Wang, L. “Kreisler: Recitativo and Scherzo Handel/Halverson – Passacaglia.” Faculty concert with Hong Mei, viola, chamber/solo concert, Interharmony International Music Festival, Teatro degli Unanimi, Arcidosso, Italy (July 11, 2014).

Wang, L. “master class.” Music - Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant, Interharmony International Music Festival, Teatro degli Unanimi, Arcidosso, Italy (July 8, 2014).

Languages & Literatures

Beaudoin, Luc

Book Chapter

Castagnino, Angelo

*Book*


Castellani, Victor

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Multiple-review article*


Chevillot, Frédérique

*Book Chapter*


Kathoefer, Gabi R.

*Book Chapter*

**Keff, Lydia G.**

*Journal Article, In-House Journal*


*Short Fiction, Journal*


**Mercado, Salvador**

*Book Chapter*


**Pap, Jennifer**

*Chapbook (Poetry Translation)*


*Translation or Transcription*

Waldbaum, Roberta K.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Walsh, Rachel A.

*Book*

Walsh, Rachel A. *Ugo Foscolo’s Tragic Vision in Italy and England*. Toronto, ONT: University of Toronto Press. 2014.

Walter, Susan

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Philosophy**

Brent, Michael

*Book Chapter*


Nail, Thomas A.

*Book Chapter*

**Editor, Journal Editor**


**Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Newspaper**


**Nathan, Marco J.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Pessin, Sarah**

**Book Chapter**


Pessin, Sarah. “Islamic and Jewish Neoplatonisms.” In *Handbook of Neoplatonism*, edited

Encyclopedia


Surber, Jere P.

Book


Book Chapter


Proceedings


Religious Studies

Dixon, Sandra L.

Book Chapter

Ishimatsu, Ginette

Book Review


Leon, Luis D.

Book


Editor, Book


Raschke, Carl A.

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor


Raschke, Carl A. “There is No Such Thing as Church.” The Other Journal (blog). 2014. theotherjournal.com/churchandpomo/2014/06/22/there-is-no-such-thing-as-church-just-us-in-faithful-relation-to-each-other/.


**Book**


**Book Chapter**


**Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)**

Robbins, Gregory A.

**Book Chapter**


**Book cover endorsement**


Schofield, Alison

**Book Chapter**


Stanton, Andrea

Book Chapter


Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)


Theatre

Barbour, Frederic

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Davis, Davy

Exhibits/Performances/Installations

Horsley, Allison A.

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


McDonald, Steven

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


McDonald, S. “God of Carnage.” Little Theatre of the Rockies, Theatre - Design sound, Greeley, Colorado (June 1, 2014 - August 1, 2014).

McDonald, S. “Swing.” Little Theatre of the Rockies, Theatre - Design sound, Greeley, Colorado (June 1, 2014 - August 1, 2014).

McDonald, S. “Sylvia.” Little Theatre of the Rockies, Theatre - Design sound, Greeley, Colorado (June 1, 2014 - August 1, 2014).


Penner, Anne C.

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Penner, A. C. "The Tale of the Almighty Sword.” Denver Center for the Performing Arts Education Department, Theatre - Perform, Denver, Colorado (February 17, 2015 - February 21, 2015).

Penner, A. C. "Every Stanza Tells a Story.” Stories on Stage, Theatre - Perform, Denver, Colorado (January 17, 2015).


Ungar, Gregory

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Cerón, Alejandro

*Journal Article, Public or Trade Journal*


Clark, Bonnie J.

*Journal Article, Public or Trade Journal*


Conyers, Lawrence

*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


Kreps, Christina F.

*Newsletter*

LaVita, James A.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Saitta, Dean J.

Book Chapter, New


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Communication Studies

Calafell, Bernadette M.

Editor, Journal Editor

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Foust, Christina R.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Hanan, Joshua

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Hicks, Darrin

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Prasad, Pavithra

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Suter, Elizabeth S.

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*


*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

**Willer, Erin K.**

*Instructional Cases (Textbook)*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Willink, Kate G.**

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Economics

Evers, Mark M.

*Book Chapter*


Mott, Tracy

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Piovani, Chiara

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Schneider, Markus

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Yasar, Yavuz

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Media, Film, and Journalism Studies**

Botta, Renee

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Buxton, Rodney

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Clark, Lynn S.

Book


Coleman, Christopher D.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Henry, Elizabeth A.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Henry E.A. "Out of Green Stuff Woven". Denver International Film Festival. Denver, CO (November 2014.).

Henry, E. A. "Susan's Horses." Film, New Filmmakers online, New York, NY (May 2014 - Present).

Kaneva, Nadezhda S.

Editor, Journal Editor


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Polson, Erika

*Journal Articles, Academic Journals*


Russell, Adrienne

*Book Chapter*


Silver, Derigan A.

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Thompson, Margaret E.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Thompson, M. E. "Mujeres de Ngabe Bugle." Art - Exhibition, Escribana (October 20, 2013 - Present).


Thompson, M. E. “Aquí nacimos y aquí sembramos y aquí luchamos: mujeres Ngäbe Buglé en la lucha por su Comarca, sus comunidades y vidas en Panamá (Here we were born, here we plant and here we struggle: Women of the Ngäbe Buglé in the struggle for their lands and lives in Panama).” Art - Exhibition, Escribana and Petateras, Comarca of the Ngäbe Buglé, Panama (August 2012 - Present).


**Political Science**

Ciepley, David

*Book Chapter*

Conant, Lisa

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Hanson, Peter C.

*Book*


Masket, Seth

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Sun, Jing

*Magazine/Trade Publication*


**Wadsworth, Nancy**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Psychology**

**Benson, Janette B.**

*Book Chapter*


*Editor, Book*


**Davis, Elysia P.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


**DePrince, Anne P.**

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Dmitrieva, Julia O.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Gudino, Omar G.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Hankin, Benjamin L.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Holm-Denoma, Jillian M.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Keenan, Janice M.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Kim, Pilyoung

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Markman, Howard J.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


McIntosh, Daniel N.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


McRae, Kateri

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Pennington, Bruce F.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Rhoades, Galena H.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Other Publications


Shirk, Stephen R.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Stanley, Scott

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Sweeny, Timothy D.

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Weisbuch, Max

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Sociology & Criminology**

Del Rosso, Jared

*Book Review*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Gordon, Hava R.

*Book Chapter*


*Book Review*

Lin, Jeffrey L.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Martinez, Lisa M.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Pasko, Lisa J.

*Book Chapter*


Phillips, Scott

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Reichman, Nancy

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCES & MATHEMATICS

Biological Sciences

Asensio, Cedric

News and Views


Dores, Robert M.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Fogleman, James

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Linseman, Daniel A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Mortimer, Alysia

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Murphy, Shannon M.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Nichols, Scott A.

*Invited Perspective ("Preview")*

Sher, Anna A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Chemistry & Biochemistry**

Berliner, Lawrence J.

*Book Chapter*


Eaton, Gareth R.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Eaton, Sandra S.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Huffman, John A.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Knowles, Michelle K.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Margittai, Martin

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Tseytlin, Mark

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Geography and the Environment

Boschmann, Eric

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Daniels, James M.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Goetz, Andrew R.

*Book Chapter*


Editor, Book


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Newsletter


Newspaper


Li, Jing

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


**Sutton, Paul C.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Taylor, Matthew J.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Mathematics

Arias, Alvaro

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Horn, Paul

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Kinyon, Michael

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Latremoliere, Frederic

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Linshaw, Andrew R.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Schroeck, Franklin E.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Vojtechovsky, Petr

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Physics & Astronomy

Balzar, Davor

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


Blatherwick, Ronald D.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Hoffman, Jennifer L.

**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Siemens, Mark E.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Stencel, Robert E.**

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Ueta, Toshiya

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Ritchie School of Engineering and Computer Science

Computer Science

Amschler Andrews, Anneliese K.

Conference Proceeding


Dewri, Rinku

Conference Proceeding


Journal Article, Academic Journal

Dewri, R., & Thurimella, R. (2014). Exploiting service similarity for privacy in location based search queries. IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems, 25(2). http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TPDS.2013.34.

76
Lopez, Mario A.

**Software, Instructional**


Rutherford, Matthew J.

**Conference Proceeding**


Sturtevant, Nathan R.

**Book Chapter**


**Conference Proceeding**


Sturtevant, N. R., & Bulitko, V. (2014). Reaching the goal in real-time heuristic search: Scrubbing behavior is unavoidable. *Seventh Annual Symposium on Combinatorial Search (SoCS)*.


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Thurimella, Ramakrishna**

**Conference Proceeding**

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Dewri, R., & Thurimella, R. (2014). Exploiting service similarity for privacy in location based search queries. IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems, 25(2). dx.doi.org/10.1109/TPDS.2013.34.

Electrical & Computer Engineering

Gao, Wenzhong

Conference Proceeding


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Khodaei, Amin**

*Conference Proceeding*


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Mahoor, Mohammad H.**

**Conference Proceeding**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


Matin, Mohammad A.

*Conference Proceeding*


*Editor, Conference Proceedings*


*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


Quine, Richard

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Rinard, George A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Valavanis, Kimon P.

*Conference Proceeding*


*Handbook on UAVs*


Vitzilaios, Nikolaos

*Conference Proceeding*


Zhang, Jun J.

*Conference Proceeding*


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Mechanical & Materials Engineering**

**Davidson, Bradley**

**Conference Proceeding**


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Gordon, Matthew H.

Conference Proceeding


Gordon, M. H., Davidson, B., & Lengsfeld, C. S. (2014). Adding flexibility and hands-on experiences while minimizing gaps in the ME curriculum. ASEE.

Kumosa, Maciej

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Laz, Peter J.

Conference Proceeding


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Lengsfeld, Corinne S.*

*Conference Proceeding*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Rullkoetter, Paul J.

Conference Proceeding


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Shelburne, Kevin B.

Conference Proceeding


90


**Yi, Yun-Bo**

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Daniels College of Business

Accountancy

Grove, Hugh D.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Written Case with Instructional Material

Lassar, Sharon

*Comment letter on behalf of AICPA regarding IES 8 Exposure Draft*


Sorensen, James E.

*Expert Report*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Tripp, John C.

*Book Chapter*


*Software, Instructional*

Victoravich, Lisa M.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Written Case with Instructional Material*


**Business Ethics & Legal Studies**

Ciocchetti, Corey A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Mayer, Donald O.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

O'Brien, Kevin O.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Scantland, Barbara B.

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*


**Business Information & Analytics**

Hayter, Anthony

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Franklin L. Burns School of Real Estate & Construction Management

Mueller, Glenn R.

*Book Chapter*


*Proceedings*


Sewalk, Stephen M.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Law Review*


Throupe, Ronald L.

*Research Report*


**Fritz Knoebel School of Hospitality Management**

Parsa, Haragopal

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Xie, Lijia

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Management

Alvarez, Sharon A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Other Publications*


Alvarez, S. A. Entrepreneurial alertness, entrepreneurial discovery, entrepreneurial resources, Austrian economics. In M. Morris (Ed.), *Encyclopedia of Entrepreneurship*.

Bowen, Peter G.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Ebrahimi, Bahman P.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Griesemer, James


Kim, Sung Soo

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Narapareddy, Vijaya L.

*Written Case with Instructional Material*


Olk, Paul M.

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Sampson, Nancy S.

Written Case with Instructional Material


Wittmer, Dennis P.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Marketing

Akaka, Melissa

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Bacon, Donald R.

Conference Proceeding


Hartley, Steven W.

Proceedings


Performance-Based Funding (PBF) on marketing departments and business schools and how the marketing department can be a hero when it comes to PBF (position paper). *Marketing Educator’s Association proceedings* (pp. 162-164).

**Patti, Charles H.**

*Research Report*


*Trade Medium Publication*


**Paul, Pallab**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Quinlan-Wilder, Tia M.**

*Conference Proceeding*


**Reiman School of Finance**

**Clouse, Maclyn L.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Lallemand, Justin**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Rizzuto, Ronald J.**

*Research Report*

Akerson, David

Blog

David Akerson, Rwanda 20 Years Ago Today, ONLINE (2014).

Arnow-Richman, Rachel S.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Austin, Debra S.

Foreword to E-Book

Debra S Austin, Foreword, in LAW, ENLIGHTENMENT, APOCALYPSE, AND THE OTHER STATES OF MIND (2014).

Aviel, Rebecca

Law Review


Best, Arthur

Book


**Article**


---

**Borison, Jerome**

**Book**


**Law Review**


---

**Bowers, Stacey L.**

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


Stacey L Bowers, Special Projects Segment: The Proposed Crowdfunding Rules for Non-Accredited Investors and the Potential Associated Costs for Small Issuers, Friday, April 24, 2015, *TheRacetotheBottom.org*

**Book**

Teacher’s Manual


Brown, Jr., Robert J.

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor


Book


Brief


Law Review


Teacher’s Manual-Revised


Bruce, Teresa M.

Law Review


Campbell, John E.

Book Chapter

Law Review


Chao, Bernard

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*


Law Review


*Magazine/Trade Publication*


Cheever, Federico

*Book Chapter, Textbook-Revised*


Chen, Alan K.

Law Review


Teacher’s Manual-New

Corrada, Roberto L.

**Book**


**Book Chapter**


**Teacher’s Manual-Revised**


**Book Chapter**


**Teacher’s Manual-Revised**


Freeman, Alexi

**Magazine/Trade Publication**

García Hernández, César Cuauhtémoc

**Blog**

César Cuauhtémoc García Hernández, crImmigration.com

**Law Review Article**

César Cuauhtémoc García Hernández, *Immigration Detention as Punishment*, 61 UCLA

**Law Review Essay**


Hardaway, Robert

**Book**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Law Review**


Hyatt, Sheila

**Books**


SHEILA HYATT, COLORADO CIVIL RULES ANNOTATED 2 VOL 2014-15 SUPPLEMENT (with Stephen Hess).

Kamin, Sam

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Law Review


Katz, Martin J.

Law Review


Book Chapter

Kwoka, Margaret B.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Laitos, Jan G.

*Book*


*Law Review*


Lasch, Christopher N.

*Brief*


*Editorial*

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Law Review
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